
   
           
  

COOKIE POLICY 
 

Ultreia y Suseia Unipessoal Limitada, informs through this Cookie Policy about the use 
of storage devices and the recuperation of data in the User’s personal devices. 

What are cookies? 
Cookies are files that are downloaded to the user’s computer, mobile phone or tablet 
device when they access certain webpages or applications that allow the storage of 
the user’s browsing information, improving and facilitating the interaction between the 
user and the website. The information gathered by cookies is anonymous and does 
not contain any sensitive information that may personally identify the user. The user 
may access their web browser’s configuration to modify and or block the installation 
of cookies sent from the website without obstructing the access to its contents. 
 
Why does Ultreia y Suseia use cookies? 
In accordance to article 22 of the Law of Information Society Service and Electronic 
Commerce Law, as well as article 30 of the General Data Protection Regulation, this 
Website uses cookies or other data storage and recuperation devices to follow the 
interactions between Users and the services offered on the Website. Cookies allow the 
identification of a User’s web browser, as well as the type of device from which the 
Website is accessed, and are used to make the User’s next visit to the Website easier 
and more useful. 

 
Ultreia y Suseia uses cookies to: 
a) - Optimize the User’s browsing through the monitorization of the session 
b) - Gather information to optimize browsing and to improve the Website. 
 
Types of cookies used on the website 
We may use Google Analytics or similar tools or services to collect information about 
the performance and use of our website. Our analytics services may collect 
information such as how often users visit our website, what pages they visit when they 
do so, and what other sites they used prior to coming to our website. We use the 
information we get from Google Analytics and other providers to improve our website. 
Although Google Analytics places persistent cookies on your computer to identify how 
users arrived at a Site and the number of times they return, the cookies are not 
intended for use by anyone but Google to provide analytics to us. Google’s ability to 
use and share information collected by Google Analytics about your visits to the Sites 
is restricted by the Google Analytics Terms of Use and the Google Privacy Policy. You 
can prevent Google Analytics from recognizing you on return visits to this Site by 
disabling cookies on your browser. To learn more about, or to opt-out of Google’s 
analytic and marketing services, visit Google Analytics Terms of Use, the Google 
Privacy Policy, or Google Analytics Opt-out. 
 
CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY 
From time to time it may be necessary for Ultreia y Suseia Unip. Lda to amend or make 
revisions to this Privacy Policy, which amendments may also apply to your personal 
information collected under a previous version of this Policy. Ultreia y Suseia Unip. Lda 
reserve the right to change this Privacy Policy at any time and for any reason. If we 
make a change to the Policy, the revised version will be posted on our website. 
 
 

 


